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LETTER FROM ANG PHURI

DEAR FRIENDS,
We have so much to be grateful for. Thanks to supporters like you, the
last five years have been our most momentous, reaching and surpassing
some critical conservation milestones that help to ensure a brighter future
for the endangered red panda.
Since 2015, we have more than tripled our project area in Nepal —
from three districts to ten districts! — and we are planning to extend our
community-based programs to three districts in the Sagarmatha (Everest)
region in 2021.
For the first time ever — we have equipped ten red pandas with
GPS-satellite collars in Nepal. Paaru is one of the pandas who lives in
Padmasambhava Community Forest in the Panchthar-Ilam-Taplejung (PIT)
corridor in eastern Nepal. Padmasambhava is one of 104 Community
Forests that have adopted a community-based red panda monitoring
program and nearly 12,000 hectares that are now managed with red panda
conservation measures.
This is also the region where we are Planting A Red Panda Home! This is
Nepal’s first campaign to reforest core habitat, connect fragmented forest
and create a wildlife corridor that sustains a viable red panda population in
Nepal.
The contributions from our incredible members and partners have
allowed us to plant 400,000 native trees and plants in Community Forests,
restoring 66 hectares of red panda habitat in Nepal!
The PIT corridor is also where we are continuing to ramp up efforts to
stop the illegal red panda trade. Thanks to you, we have dismantled nearly
60 traps and snares in eastern Nepal’s red panda habitat. We also now have
six anti-poaching networks in Nepal with 495 members trained in antipoaching monitoring techniques.
For years, we envisioned a place unlike any other: a resource and skillbuilding hub for local people that fostered sustainable livelihoods. In 2019,
this dream became a reality when we began construction of a Sustainable
Living Center in eastern Nepal! This is our first center committed to
alleviating poverty — improving living standards and increasing the annual
income of at least 2,000 local families — and ensuring a sustainable future
for people and pandas.
Our supporters also allow us to continue to provide locals with improved
cooking stoves (ICS) that reduce firewood consumption and air pollution.
These fuel-efficient stoves have contributed to a 50% reduction in firewood
consumption and local deforestation, reduced indoor air pollution, and
improved space heating in Nepal.
Thanks to your support, 135 ICSs have been distributed to local people in
the PIT corridor!
I want to share more of our conservation highlights in this impact report,
which illustrates the outcomes of our community-based conservation
programs in Nepal, thanks to supporters like you.
Here’s to a brighter future for the last of the first panda!
Most sincerely,

ANG PHURI SHERPA
COUNTRY DIRECTOR_NEPAL
RED PANDA NETWORK
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CONSERVATION HIGHLIGHTS
OUR IMPACT AT A GLANCE
1st national red
panda survey
conducted in Nepal

2 national action plans
(Nepal and Bhutan) developed
for red panda conservation

10 red pandas equipped
with GPS-satellite collars
for the first time in Nepal

8 red pandas rescued
from poacher traps
and feral dogs

Center for Conservation and Sustainable Living
(CCSL) construction initiated in Taplejung district
12,000 hectares of Community
Forest area managed with red
panda conservation measures

66 hectares
of red panda
habitat restored

10 grassroots organizations partners in Nepal

nearly 60 traps
and snares in
forests dismantled

495 members of anti-poaching
networks trained in antipoaching monitoring techniques

104 Community Forests adopted a community-based
red panda monitoring program

135 improved
cooking stoves
distributed

731,057 people reached with red
panda conservation education and
outreach initiatives in Nepal

36 forest conservation
nurseries supported in
Nepal

1st Global Forest Watch
system launched, allowing
near-real-time forest data

CORE THEMES
Research
and
Monitoring

Education
and
Outreach

Habitat
Management

Sustainable
Livelihood
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Policy
and
Advocacy

RESEARCH AND MONITORING

1st extensive
camera trap survey
administered in
the PIT corridor

Wangchu Bhutia/RPN

Since 2007, RPN has published 10 peer-reviewed
journal articles. The first National Red Panda
Assessment and Habitat Survey was conducted in Nepal
in 2016. RPN also conducted a field survey and protocol
for community-based monitoring of red pandas. This
work as endorsed, developed and published in both
English and Nepali versions.
Community-based red panda monitoring is a
core component of RPN’s conservation programs. A
transect length of 4,080 km is traversed every year,
which includes 255 permanent survey blocks that
are monitored for red panda population and habitat
status. Approximately 16,000 km of patrol routes are
covered during anti-poaching monitoring. There are
currently 8 networks of CFUGs active in sustainable

forest management, as well as 104 Community
Forests implemented with community-based red
panda monitoring. These programs largely consist of
monitoring for illegal activities and promoting antipoaching efforts. RPN has trained 163 Forest Guardians
in red panda monitoring techniques. 33,000 individual
hours have been spent in total by anti-poaching
personnel. Forest Guardians have released 8 red pandas
back into the wild after rescuing them from poacher
traps and feral dogs! Nearly 60 traps and snares in
forests have been dismantled during anti-poaching
monitoring.
We have also equipped 10 red pandas with GPSsatellite collars for the first time in Nepal.

26 municipal units partnered
for community-based red panda
conservation in Nepal.

73 Community Forests
monitored for illegal activities
including poaching.

495 members of anti-poaching
networks trained in anti-poaching
monitoring techniques.

6 anti-poaching networks active to
stop the illegal red panda trade.
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EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
Over the past five years, RPN has engaged 6,000
community school students in nature through our red
panda mini eco-trips. Currently, RPN has 46 red panda
Roots and Shoots groups and eco-clubs pledged to
engage youth in red panda conservation. These groups
have published 460 red panda bulletins over the last five
years.
Outside of schools, RPN has had 96 conservation
billboards installed to raise red panda conservation
awareness and 97 educational episodes aired on local
radio stations. In addition, RPN is constructing the CCSL
which will educate local people on sustainable living and
eco-friendly practices.

4

Public Service Announcements on red
panda conservation.

94

red panda Conservation Scholarships awarded
to students in local community schools.

23,000

students educated on red panda conservation
through outreach activities in Nepal every year.

1,181

students in local community schools
have been educated using red panda
conservation textbooks.

731,057

people reached with red panda conservation
education and outreach initiatives in Nepal.

HABITAT MANAGEMENT
RPN supports 36 forest conservation nurseries where
500,000 native plant saplings have been grown to be
planted in red panda habitat and distributed to local
people. We also acquired 18 hectares of private land for
restoration.
RPN vaccinated 1,000 feral dogs — a significant threat
to Nepal’s red panda population — with the anti-rabies
vaccine. Collaborating with local communities has
allowed RPN to build multi-tiered solutions focused
on protection and restoration. Over the last five years,
RPN has educated 200 CFUG members with forest fire
management training, as well as distributed 3 sets of
forest fire fighting tools and protective equipment to
CFUG members. In addition, RPN launched the first
Global Forest Watch system, allowing near-real-time
forest data to be transmitted.

400,000

native tree and plant saplings
planted in Community Forests.

28

water ponds created or restored in red
panda habitat.

66
585

hectares of red panda habitat restored.

local herders trained in sustainable
herding techniques.

12,000

hectares of Community Forest area managed
with red panda conservation measures.
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SUSTAINABLE
LIVELIHOOD
RPN currently has 3 communities supported for
ecotourism infrastructures. 48 traditional livestock
herders’ sheds have been improved and 36 portable
canvas tents were distributed to yak herders, saving
4,000 trees each year. To date, 40 women have been
trained on handicraft production and 58 people
have been trained in homestay management and
cooking. Nearly $100,000 has been contributed to
the local economy and $110,000 raised for red panda
conservation in the PIT corridor through RPN ecotrips.
Ecotrips allow people to experience red pandas in
their natural habitat as well as local communities
and culture. 149 ecotrippers have had this first-hand
experience across 28 trips, spending a total of 718
days in nature over the last five years. 31 homestays
— to accommodate ecotourists — were certified by
the government of Nepal.

Center for Conservation and
Sustainable Living (CCSL)
construction initiated in Taplejung
district.

50+ locals

trained as
Nature Guides.

Sagar Pokhrel/RPN

100 farmers

trained on organic
farming practices.

135 Improved Cooking Stoves
distributed to local communities in
Nepal.

POLICY AND ADVOCACY
RPN empowers local communities to preserve their
forests and governments to adopt policies that protect
red pandas and their habitat. In the last five years,
653 local council members participated in red panda
conservation workshops and 10 grassroots organizations
have partnered with RPN for red panda conservation in
Nepal. RPN also released the first red panda Field Survey
and Protocol for community-based monitoring, which was
developed and endorsed by the government of Nepal.
One area of policy RPN has impacted in the last five
years is ecotourism. Four ecotourism manuals have been
developed in the PIT Corridor to promote sustainable
ecotourism, as well as 1 Gothstay (staying with herders)
manual developed to promote Gothstay tourism.

2
DJYC/RPN

1st red panda protected forest being
established in the PIT Corridor.

National Action Plans (for Nepal and Bhutan)
for red panda conservation developed.

56

Community Forests’ operational plans
updated with conservation measures.

1,000
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security officers attended
workshops on illegal wildlife trade.

We love our supporters!
Thank you to everyone who contributed to community-based red panda conservation
over the last five years including all of our individual donors, monthly sustainers
("Panda Guardians"), and conservation partners.
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